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Abstract 
In the framework of the Kolmogorov’s approach to the substantiation of the probability theory 
and information theory on the base of the theory of algorithms we try to formulate probabilistic 
laws, i.e. statements of the form P{w]A( w)} = I, where A(o)) is some formula, in “pointwise” 
form “if w is random then A(w) holds”. Nevertheless, not all proofs of such laws can be 
directly translated into the algorithmic form. In [I l] two examples have been distinguished 
Birkhoff’s [2] ergodic theorem and Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem of information theor) 
[I], In this paper an analysis of algorithmic effectiveness of these theorems is given. We prove 
that Birkhoff’s ergodic theorem is indeed in some strong sense “nonconstructive”. At the same 
time the claim to formulate probabilistic laws for algorithmically random sequences is not so 
restrictive. We present the versions of these laws for individual random sequences. @ 1998 
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1. Introduction 
The basic concept of Kolmogorov’s algorithmic approach to the foundation of prob- 
ability theory and information theory is the concept of an individual random sequence. 
In the framework of this approach we can formulate probabilistic laws, i.e. statements 
of the form 
P {colA(w)} = 1, 
where A is some formula, in “pointwise” form. This means that probabilistic law takes 
the form 
“If (r) is random then A(o)“. (2) 
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In most cases the proof of a probabilistic law of the form (2) is based on the ordinary 
algorithmic analysis of some suitable proof of this law of the form (1). A similar 
analysis of several probabilistic laws has been developed in Lambalgen [l 11. Vovk 
[21] proposed an original algorithmic proof of the law of the iterated logarithm based 
on the properties of Kolmogorov complexity. Nevertheless not all such laws can be 
directly translated into the algorithmic form. In [l l] two examples were distinguished - 
Birkholl’s [2] ergodic theorem and Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem (information 
theory) [ 11. 
Lambalgen [ 1 l] writes that not all laws can have the form (2) - ergodic the- 
orem is a case in point. Following the ergodic theorem if P is a measure, f is 
an integrable function and T is a transformation preserving the measure P, then a 
limit 
l im f(w>+f(To)+...+ f(T"-'co) 
iI-OO n (3) 
exists for almost all w [ 1, 191. 
Bishop [3] proposed heuristic arguments that ergodic theorem is not constructively 
valid. In this paper these arguments are formalized and it is proved that there is no 
computable estimate of the rate of convergence in probability and convergence almost 
surely for the limit (3). 
Note that well-known proofs of the ergodic theorem cannot be adapted to prove 
the pointwise form of (2). Nevertheless, we will show that Bishop’s proof [3] of 
some constructive substitute of the ergodic theorem can be applied to get the needed 
pointwise form of this theorem for individual random sequences. 
We present also an algorithmic analysis of the Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem. 
Let T be a left shift, i.e. a transformation of the type 
T(w,w~ . . . CO,, . . .) = 02~3.. . a,,+1 . . . 
The Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem asserts that if T is ergodic with respect 
to P (P is ergodic) then almost surely it holds that 
log, P( 0~02 . . . w, ) 
n = H(P), 
where H(P) is the Shannon entropy. 
Levin [23, Section 51 (see also Brudno [4]) obtained the following equality (for any 
ergodic computable measure P) 
\ I 
n-03 n 
for almost all sequences CO; K is the Kolmogorov complexity. He also proved that in 
the case, where P is a computable probability distribution describing the sequence of 
independent trials this equality holds for any infinite sequence w random with respect 
to P. 
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We note that the ergodic theorem for individual random sequences and Omstein 
and Weiss’s proof of Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem [ 151 imply a weak version 
of this theorem for individual random sequences, namely for any computable ergodic 
measure P 
lim sup 
K(o,02 . . . co,) 
= lim sup 
log2P(oio~...o,) 
- = H(P) 
I*-x n n+cc n 
holds for any infinite sequence w = (JJI cc)2 . . random with respect to the measure P. 
2. Background 
Let I={O,l,... q- l},q32. O= u,“=,Zn and Q = Ioo. So 0 is the set of all finite 
sequences of elements of I, Sz is the set of all infinite sequences. If w E 0 U l2 then 
0; denotes the ith element of co, ui = 0102 . wi for i = 1,2,. . . The length of a 
sequence x =x1 . . . x, is denoted by 1x1(= n). F or x E 0 and o E 0 U Sz the expression 
x C w means that the sequence cc) is an extension of the sequence x. Let R be the set 
of all real numbers and Q be the set of all rational numbers. 
We consider a probability space (Q,F, P), where F is a Bore1 field and P is a proba- 
bility distribution on 52. The Bore1 field F is generated by intervals I-, = (~0 E s2 1 x C co}, 
where XE 0. 
We use the basic concepts from the ergodic theory [l]. Let T be a transforma- 
tion of 0, i.e. a measurable function from Q into itself. A transformation T pre- 
serves a measure P if P(T-‘(A))= P(A) for any measurable subset A of Q. The 
main example of such transformation is the (left) shift T defined by (r(o), = cui+l for 
any nonnegative integer i. If the shift 7’ preserves a measure P then this measure is 
stationary, i.e. 
P{u 1 oi =j,, . . . wl+~=j~}=P{o~8, =j,,...ok+l =jn) 
for any i, k and all jo, . . . ,jk E I. 
Let us denote T’w=w and Tk+‘ou=T(Tko) for all k=O,l,.... 
A set A is invariant with respect to a transformation T if T-‘(A)=A. The transfor- 
mation T is called ergodic if each invariant with respect to T set A has the measure 
0 or 1 (see [l]). A function f is invariant with respect to a transformation T if 
,f’( To) = J‘(U) almost surely. A transformation T is ergodic if and only if any invari- 
ant with respect to T function is constant almost surely [l]. 
We need also some elements of the theory of algorithms. This theory is system- 
atically treated e.g., in [16]. However to understand this paper an intuitive idea of 
algorithms will suffice. 
In this paper we consider algorithms which transform finite objects to finite objects. 
Integer and rational (but not real) numbers are examples of such objects. Finite se- 
quences of finite objects are again finite objects. Interval r, is also a finite object since 
the finite sequence x representing this interval is a finite object. 
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Let A be a set of all finite objects of some type (for instance, the set of all rational 
numbers) and B is another one. A function f from A to B (may be not everywhere 
defined) is computable if there exists an algorithm transforming any input x E A into 
an output f(x). 
The next proposition, which asserts the existence of a universal computable function 
is of fundamental importance [ 161. 
Proposition 1. For any two above-mentioned sets A and B there is a computable 
function K(i,x) from N @A to B such that for any computable function m(x) from A 
to B there exists an i such that m(x) = K(i,x) for all x and both sides of this equality 
are simultaneously dejined or undejined. 
A set (a sequence) is called recursively enumerable if it is a range of some com- 
putable function. A function f from Sz (0) to R U {-co, +co} is lower semicomputable 
if the set {(r, o) Ir E Q, r <f(o)} is equal to the union of recursively enumerable se- 
quence of intervals in the natural topology on Q @ ~2 (Q @ 0). The natural topology 
on D is generated by intervals r,, where x E 0. The natural topology on the countable 
set Q or 0 is discrete. The lower semicomputability of f means that if r < f(o) this 
fact will sooner or later be learned (it is positively decidable), whereas if r >f(w) we 
may be for ever uncertain (this inequality may not be positively decidable). A function 
f is upper semicomputable if the function -f is lower semicomputable. A function f 
from Sz to [w U { -00, +m} (from 0 to R) is called computable if it is simultaneously 
lower and upper semicomputable. It is easy to verify that in this case there is an algo- 
rithm which using as inputs some finite initial fragment of the infinite sequence o E !2 
(or the whole finite sequence w E 0) and rational number E > 0 if f(w) E R outputs 
the rational number r such that If(m) - rJ <e. 
A measure P on Sz is computable if the function P(x) = P(r,) is computable. 
We use also a concept of computable operation on Q U Q [20]. Let F be a recursively 
enumerable set of ordered pairs of finite sequences satisfying the following properties: 
l (x, 0) E F for any x, where 0 is the empty sequence; 
l if (x, y) E F, x C: x’ and y’ C Y then (x’, Y’) E F; 
l if (x,y)EF and (x,y’)~F then ycy’ or Y’CY. 
A computable operation f is defined as follows: 
f(o)= suP{YIxc w and (x, Y) E F for some x}, 
where ~EG’uU. 
Informally, the computable operation f is defined by some algorithm which when 
fed with an infinite or a finite sequence o takes it sequentially bit by bit, processes it 
and produces an output sequence also sequentially bit by bit. 
A transformation T of the space (Q,F,P) is called computable if it coincides on Q 
with some computable operation f. 
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3. Effective convergence in probability 
Let .fn((o) be a sequence of random variables (real-valued functions on Q). The 
sequence ,f,(to) converges in probability to a function ,f(oj) if for any d>O 
P{(oII,f;i(o)) - .f’(o)~>s}+o (n + m). 
This convergence in probability is called algorithmically effective if there is a com- 
putable integer-valued function ~(6, c) such that for all rational 6 >O and c >O 
P{(J) I lh(@) - f(w)1 > s> <c (4) 
for all n >rn(d, c). It is easy to verify that this is equivalent to the existence of such 
computable function m(6, E) 
for all II, n’>m(b, c). As a rule, convergence in probability for sums of independent 
random variables is algorithmically effective. For instance, if X,,(o) is a sequence of 
independent random variables with a mean ,D and finite disperse g’ then 
(5) 
for all y1 >m(6,~) = (r2/d2 (we suppose that p and (T are rational numbers). 
As follows from the classical ergodic theorem for any stationary measure P it holds 
(6) below for some function f’ [ 1, 191. 
Theorem 1. There exists a computable stationar), measure P such thut the concer- 
gence in prohahilit? 
(6) 
is not algorithmically effective. 
Proof. Let K(i, 6,~) be a computable function universal for all computable integer- 
valued functions of two rational arguments 6 and E. We present an algorithm which 
for any positive integer i computes a measure P, generating homogeneous Markov’s 
chain with two states 0 and 1. Let 6 = $ and e = 2- (‘+‘). For any i define a computable 
real number xi = 0, Clitai2 . . . cq,. . , where Mi,s = 1 if K(i, +,2-(‘+‘)) terminates in <s 
steps, S> max{K(i, 4,2-(‘+‘)), 10) and CQ = 0 for all S’ <s. Put riS = 0, otherwise. 
Let k(i) be equal to s such that x,, = 1, if such s exists, and k(i) = TX), otherwise. 
Obviously, that CY, = 2- ‘(‘) if k(i) < CC and Ei = 0, otherwise. 
Let us define an homogeneous Markov’s chain. Let 
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be initial probabilities and 
be transition probabilities for any s. Let Iq: be the corresponding probability distribution 
on the whole space Q. Define a “mixture” of the family {P}: 
P(X) = 5 2-‘Pi(X). 
i=l 
By definition each measure P is stationary. From this it follows that the measure P 
is also stationary. Since there is an algorithm computing on i the real number Xi with 
arbitrary degree of accuracy, the measure Pi is computable on i. Hence the measure P 
is also computable. 
Let m( 6, E) = K(i, 6, E) be an arbitrary computable function defined for each positive 
rational numbers 6 and E. Then k(i) <co and C(i # 0. As follows from the ergodic 
theorem for Markov’s chain, the limit probability distribution is z(O) = rc( 1) = i. By 
the law of large numbers for Markov’s chain [ 191 it holds 
(7) 
Let lk(i) = 1 . . . 1 (k(i) times), Ok(‘) = 0 . ..O (k(i) times). Then we have P;(lk(‘))= 
p)(Ok(‘)) = i(l - ai)k’i’-’ = i - i(k(i) - 1)2-k(i) + Ck(i)2-2k(i)> $ (since k(i)> lo), 
where 0 <c < 1. From this it follows that 
We obtain from (7) that 
1 k(i) 1 n 
~CWj--CWj 
k(l)j=, nj,l 
holds for all sufficiently large II. From this it follows that the P-measure of this 
set is larger than 22’; =E. Since k(i)>m(a,2-(‘+‘)) and n>m(i,2-(‘+‘)), the func- 
tion m(6, E) with 6 = i and E = 2-(‘+‘I does not satisfy condition (4). The theorem 
is proved. 0 
A sequence fn(o) of random variables converges to a function f(w) almost surely 
if P{o.I 1 lim,,, fn(o) = f(o)} = 1 [19]. The convergence almost surely is equivalent 
to 
(8) 
as IZ --f M [ 191. Then we obtain 
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Corollary 1. There exists a computable stationary measure P such that convergence 
almost surely (8) is not algorithmically @ective. 
4. Algorithmically random sequences 
We will use two different but equivalent definitions of individual random sequence. 
The first definition is based on the measure-theoretic approach. This approach distin- 
guishes a property of “typicalness”. This means that a random sequence must belong 
to each reasonable “majority” of sequences [9]. The accurate definition of majority 
is an algorithmic analogue of a set of measure 1. Since each set of measure 1 is 
the complement of a set of measure 0, it is sufficient to define the concept of the 
effectively null set. Let P be a computable measure on Q. Let us consider intervals 
r,={w~QIxiw}, h w ere x E 0. A set M C 52 has P-measure 0 if for each rational 
I: >0 there is a sequence KY,, . r,,, of intervals such that 
A4 c u r,, 
i 
Any P-null set A4 is called effectively P-null set if, in addition to (9) there exists a 
computable function x(i, E) such that x; =x(i, a) for all i. 
Martin-Lof [14] proved that for any computable measure P there exists the largest 
(with respect to the measure-theoretic inclusion) effectively P-null set. The complement 
of this largest effectively P-null set is called constructive support of the measure P. 
A sequence cu E Q is called typical with respect to the measure P (random in the sense 
of Martin-LGf) if it belongs to the constructive support of the measure P [9]. 
In most of the cases, probabilistic law, i.e. a property which holds almost surely, 
defines an effectively P-null set of sequences for which this property fails. 
In the framework of the measure-theoretic approach we consider a quantitative mea- 
sure of impossibility of an outcome w with respect to a measure P. Let P be a com- 
putable measure. Following [22] let us consider a function p(c0) from Q to iwi U {+x} 
which characterizes the degree of disagreement between the measure P and outcome 
cu ~ outcome m is impossible with respect to the measure P at a level Y if P(U) >r’. 
Precisely, a function p(w) is called a measure of impossibility of w with respect to P 
if 
(1) The function p(w) is lower semicomputable; 
(2) It holds Ep(p)= s p(o)dP < 1. 
Requirement (1) shows that the condition of falsification is positively decidable. 
Note that p(c0) may not be a computable function. This corresponds to the asym- 
metry between falsification (p(w) > 1.) and verification (p(o) < r). These properties 
were introduced in [5]. Chebyshev’s inequality for p(w) then follows from (2): 
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for any r > 0. So, the probability that the level of impossibility of the outcome will be 
large is small. In particular, p(o)<co, P-almost surely. 
Many results of probability theory are of the form ‘A(o) holds P-almost surely”, 
where A(o) is some property (e.g. equality from the law of the iterated logarithm). 
One of the ways to strengthen such a result is to prove its “pointwise” counterpart “If 
p(w)<00 then A(W)” [22]. The next proposition asserts the existence of an optimal 
measure of impossibility. 
Proposition 2. Let P be a computable measure. There is a measure of impossibility 
p(w) such that for any measure of impossibility p(w) there holds c@(o)> p(o) for 
each w E Q, where c is a positive constant. 
The proof is analogous to the proof of the existence of Kolmogorov’s optimal mode 
of description [22]. The function p(o) is called a level of impossibility of an outcome 
w with respect to P. 
Proposition 3. Let P be a computable measure. A sequence CO E 52 is typical with 
respect o P tf and only tf p(o) -COO. 
Proof. Let U,={CII~~(~)>~~}. By (2) we have P(U,)<2+ for each m. By (1) 
for any rational r > 0 { 0 1 p(w) > r} = UiTx(,,i) holds, where x(r, i) is some computable 
function. Hence, if j(w) = 00 then w belongs to the effectively P-null set n, U,,,. 
To prove the converse assertion, suppose that o belongs to some effectively P-null 
set. Then there exists a sequence {Urn} of open sets as above such that w E n U,,,. 
Besides, there is a computable function x(m, i) such that U,,, = Ui T&J for any m. 
Let us define t(o,m) = 1 if o E U, and t(o,m) = 0, otherwise. Define also p(o) = 
C,“=, t(o,m). By definition p(w) is lower semicomputable. Also, s p(w)dP = 
C,“=, s t(o,m) dP < 1. Hence, p(o) is a measure of impossibility of an outcome 
o with respect to P. From o E n, U, it follows that i(o) = oo. The proposition 
is proved. 0 
Another definition of randomness will be used in Section 6 below. Kolmogorov [7] 
proposed the following definition: an element of a finite set is random if its algorithmic 
complexity (defined in Kolmogorov [6]) is close to the largest possible value. The 
difference between this largest possible value and the algorithmic complexity can serve 
as a measure of impossibility of the element. Kolmogorov and Uspensky [9] called this 
the difference deficiency of randomness of the element. The definition of Kolmogorov 
complexity is based on the concept of a mode of description of finite objects, i.e. an 
arbitrary computable function from the set of all finite binary sequences to 0 [9]. If 
f is a mode of description define 
Kf(x) = min { ]y( 1 f(y) =x} (min 0 = 00). 
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If f(y) =x we say that y is a program for x with respect to the mode of description f’. 
There exists an optimal mode of description f” such that for each mode of description 
f it holds Kf(x) <Kf(x)+c for all x, where c is a constant [6]. We write K(x) instead 
of KY(X) and call K(x) the Kolmogorov complexity. 
Levin [ 121 and Schnorr ([ 17, 1 S]) improved Kolmogorov definition so that 
Proposition 4 below holds. A monotonic mode of description of finite objects is a 
computable operation f (see Section 2). The monotonic complexity of a finite se- 
quence x E 0 with respect to f is 
mf(x) = min{lyl IxC S(Y)). 
There exists an optimal monotonic mode of description f” such that for each mode of 
description f, KMf(x) <KM~(x)+c holds for all x, where c is a constant [ 121. We write 
&M(x) instead of MM,(x) and call M(X) the monotonic Kolmogorov complexity. 
The relation between K(x) and M(x) is expressed by inequalities 
K(x) - cl GMM(x)GK(x) + 2 log* K(x) + c2, (10) 
where cl and c2 are positive constants. Now we can define the class of random se- 
quences in terms of monotonic complexity. Let w” = WI . . . co,. 
Proposition 4. Let P be a computable measure. 
l There is a positive constant cl such that for all x E 0 
f=(x) G - log, P(x) + Cl. 
l An injinite sequence w is typical with respect to the measure P if and only lf’for 
some positive constant c2 
M(u”) 2 - log, P(0”) - c2 
for all n. 
The proof can be found in [20]. 
Levin [ 121 considered the deficiency of randomness d(x) = - log, P(x) - KM(x). In 
[9] sequences o with supn d(w”)<ozz were called chaotic. Proposition 4 shows that 
classes of typical and chaotic sequences are coincident. So, we call these sequences 
random with respect to P. 
As follows from ([13], pp. 248-253) more strict relations between j(w) and d(w) 
are expressed by the following inequalities: for any c >0 there are positive constants 
cl and c2 such that 
-cl +(I - s)su~d(o”)d log, 3(w)< supd(o”) +c2. 
n n 
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5. The ergodic theorem for individual random sequences 
Let (12, F,P) be a probability space, T be a transformation preserving the measure P 
and f(a) be an integrable random function. The ergodic theorem asserts that P-almost 
surely hoIds 
where f” is an integrable invariant with respect to T function such that E(y) = E(f), 
where E is a mathematical expectation. If the transformation T is ergodic, then f”(w) 
= E(f) almost surely [ 1, 191. 
Unlike other probabilistic laws the well known proofs of this theorem cannot effec- 
tively determine the class of o for which (11) is true. We use Bishop’s [3] proof of 
some constructive substitute of the ergodic theorem (in simplified form) and prove that 
(11) is true for any random sequence o. We must only suppose the computability of 
the measure P, transformation T and function f. 
Proposition 5. Let f be a computable function and f E Ll. Then f(w) E R! for any 
m typical with respect to a computable measure P. 
Proof. Since J If(w)1 dp<oc and If(o)] . 1 1s ower semicomputable, the function p(w) 
=cjf(o)] (for some rational constant c>O) is a measure of impossibility of w with 
respect to P. Then by Proposition 3 If(w)/ < co. Cl 
Theorem 2. Let P be a computable measure, T be a computable transformation pre- 
serving the measure P, f be a computable real function on !J and f E Ll. Then there 
exists an integrable function fl such that E(f) = E(f) and 
(12) 
for any typical with respect to the measure P sequence w. Besides, f(Tu) = f”(m). 
If the transformation T is ergodic then f”(o) = E( f) for this sequence co. (Clearly, 
f Tk ELI for any k and by Proposition 5 (f ( Tku)l < 00 for any typical m.) 
Proof. Let us denote fi(co) = f( TOW), j = 0, 1, . . . . For any rational c1 and p define 
bhf, m) =c (f/b) - PI, 
j=O 
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where u and u are nonnegative integer numbers. Note that these functions and all 
functions constructed from them can be undefined if ,6(o)= I&Z for some j. As 
follows from Proposition 5, the set of all such w has P-measure 0. Let us define 
cr~~A(u,v) if and only if a(u, f,w)<h(c,f,o). 
Let n be a nonnegative integer number. A sequence of integer numbers s = {u, , uI , . 
UN, uhl} is called n-admissible if -1 <ul < ul <u2 < u2 < . <uN <vN <n. We define 
u( ~ 1, f, w) = 0. Denote m, = N. Let us consider the Bishop’s upcrossing function 
for some n-admissible s = (~1, III,. . . , UN, uh’} 
I ) 
U (0) (13) 
By (13) IT,, is defined for almost all (0. But we can define on everywhere as follows. 
By definition, the computation of A(u, rl) (and of cm by (13)) is based on enumerating 
the true inequalities of type xyYk f,(W) >Y and Cy_, ,fi(o~) <q for the corresponding 
integer numbers k, n and rational numbers Y, q. To enumerate the first inequality we 
enumerate up to below Cy=, f’(O). We put the initial approximation of the sum from 
below to be equal to --oo and if fj(W) =-CC for some ,j then this approximation will 
not be changed. The second inequality is considered analogously. 
By this definition c~(w, r, /I) is lower semicomputable as a function of n, w, c(, /I. It 
is easy to see that if all fj(O)E R and lim,_+, t CyIj J;(o) does not exist, then there 
are rational numbers c( and p such that 
liminf ~‘~,fi(o)<~2<~<limsup~‘$~,(co). 
n-CC n j&J n-cc n ,=a 
In this case the value of crn(m, CC, b) is unbounded as n + CC. 
For any n-admissible sequence d = { SI , tl , . . . , s,~, tN} define (for almost ah o) 
S(_f’, d, (0) = 5 (b(tj, f, w> - a(sj, .f, 0)). 
j=l 
The proof of the theorem is based on the following combinatorial lemma. 
Lemma 1. For uny n-admissible sequence q there exists an n-admissible sequencr d 
such that ,S(f,d,o)aS(f,q, o) and md >on(c.o,a,fl). 
Proof. By definition of CT~ there is an n-admissible sequence - 1 < ut < 01 < u2 < 19 < 
duN<oN<fl such that (13) holds and N=a,(o,‘z,b). 
To prove the lemma it is sufficient to prove that if for any n-admissible sequence 
q we have mq <N then there is an n-admissible sequence d such that S(f’, d, CO) 3 
S(f’,q,~)andm~=m,+l.Letq={s~,t~,...,s,,t,}andm=m,.Puts,~+~=n.Avalue 
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v,+i is defined since m + 1 GN. Besides, v ,,+I <n = s,+I. Hence, there is a minimal i 
such that vi<si. If i= 1 put G!={zL~,v~,s~,~~ ,..., sm,tm}. Let i> 1. Then vi-1 >si-1 and 
hence si-1 <vi-l dni<vidsi. If ui<ti_i put d={s~,t~,...,si_~,vi_~,ui,ti-~,...,t~}. If 
Ui>ti-1 pUtd={Sl,tl ,...y ti-~,ui,Ui,si,ti )..., sm,tm} ifi<mandd={sr,ti ,..., tmru,+I, 
v,+1} if i=m + 1. T he sequence d is n-admissible and md = mq + 1. Also, we have 
S(f, d, 0) = S(f, 4,~) + b(vi, f 2 W> - a(ui, f 3 0) 
or 
S(f > d, 0) =S(f 2 4,~) + b(ui-19 f 7 W) - a(ui, f, 0). 
From this we have S( f, d, w) 2 S( f, q, w). The lemma is proved. 0 
Let d={sl,tl,. . . , s,, t,,,} be an n-admissible sequence. A simple analysis of corre- 
sponding sums shows that if Sj 20 then 
@j, f, w) = +j - 1, f 3 Ta) + fo(w) - 4 
b(tj,f,~)=b(tj- l,f>To)+fO(w)-B. 
From this we obtain 
S(f ,d, 0) = s(f) d’, To) + a - (B - a)md, 
wherea=Oifs~30anda=f~(o)-aifs~=-l.Besides,d’={s~-l,t~-I,...,s,- 
l,t, - 1) if sr 20 and d’={-l,tl - 1,s~ - l,tz - l,...,sm - l,t, - 1) ifsi =-1 and 
tl>O.Ifsl=-1 andti=Othend’={s2-l,t*-l,...,s,-l,t,--l}.Let 
n,(o) = max{S( f ,d, w) 1 d is n-admissible}. 
Therefore S( f, d, co) < A,( TOI) + (fo(w) - cc)+ - (/? - cl)md, where hf = max(h, 0) for 
any h. By the lemma for any n-admissible q there is an n-admissible d such that 
md 3 CJ~(W, a, /I) and S( f, q, o) 6S( f, d, co). From this it follows that 
s(f,q,w)~S(f,d,o)d~,(Tw) + (fo(o) - a)+ - (B - abn(w,a,P). 
Taking maximum by q we obtain 
&Y(o) d&(Tm) + (fo(0) - m>+ - (B - ~)h(W, 4B). 
Therefore, 
(P - a)o,(o, @,P) G(fo(o) - cc)+ + h(T~) - L(o). 
By integration by cc) (recall that integral does not depend on a set of measure 0) we 
obtain 
I (b’ - mkn(w a, 8) dP d J (fo(o) - a)+ dP, 
since f&(Tw)dP = J&(w)dP. The last equality holds since the transformation T 
preserves the measure P. Since f ELI we have s(f (w) - a>+ dP<M + Ial, where M 
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is a positive rational number. Put a(w, x(, /I) = supn IT,(W, M, fl). Since on+1 (Q, a, P) 3 
~,,(a, x, /3) for all n, we have 
s (M + Ial)-‘@ - a)a(w,u,P)dP 6 1. 
As follows from (13) the integrand is lower semicomputable. Let us consider a mean 
of this function by c( and fl. Let z(i) and b(i) b e computable functions with rational 
values such that a(i) < fi(i) for all i and such that for any pair (a, /I) of rational numbers 
if z<fl then a(i)=% and b(i)=fl f or some i. Such enumeration can be easily defined. 
Put 
p(al)= i g ie2(M + Ic4i>l)-‘(~(i) - cc(i))a(o~,ct(i),~(i)). 
I- I 
It is easy to see that the function p(w) is lower semicomputable and s p(o) dP < 1. 
So, p(o) is a measure of impossibility of outcome w with respect to P. As noted 
earlier, if (0 is typical and lim,,, i c;Jd f(Tk~) d oes not exist, there are rational 
numbers I and j? such that CI < fi and ~(w, CY, p) = cc, consequently p(o) = cc. There- 
fore, if p(w) <cc then lim,,, t Cizi f(rk w exists. In particular, by Propositions ) 
2 and 3 this limit exists if the sequence w is random with respect to P. 
As follows from (12) f(m) is defined and I = f(w) for any typical w. Integrat- 
ing (12), we obtain that E(S) = E(f”). Suppose that the transformation T is ergodic. 
Then J(o) = c ( = E(f)) for almost all w. Let us suppose that ,7(o) = d #c for some 
w random with respect to P. Let d E Ft. Choose rational numbers ~1 and vz such that 
YI <d<rZ and c<q or c>rz. Put 
Since the limit ( 12) is equal to c almost 
holds and we have P(jn) t 0 as n + 1~. 
if and only if 
surely, the convergence in probability also 
Note that P(S,) < P($,) and that r > P(s,) 
Therefore, for any m we can effectively find an n 3m such that P(S,,) <P(j,,) <2-(““‘). 
Put V,,, =S,,. Let us define Ui = Unai V,,. Then l/i+1 C U, and p(G)<2-’ for all i. 
From definition of S,, it follows that ni Uj is an effectively P-null set. We have a con- 
tradiction, since WE ni Ui. The case d = im is considered analogously. The theorem 
is proved. 0 
If f is computable and f(w)~ R! for all o then f(w) is continuous and bounded 
(since Q is compact). Let If(w)1 GM f or all u. It is easy to see that we could take the 
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expectation of the function (T,(w, a,B) only by a = !A4 and /? = [(k + l)/s]M, where 
k=-s,-s+ l,..., s - 1 and s= 1,2,... . So we have 
p(w) = f(2M + 1)-l sup 5 s-4 
n S=l 
$, pi, (0, ;M, TM). 
It is easy to verify that this function is a measure of impossibility of o with respect 
to P. 
The main part of the ergodic theorem may be represented as 
If p(o) < co then lim i ‘2 f(Fko) exists. 
n-oo n k=O (14) 
The Chebyshev’s inequality for p(m) 
is an algorithmically effective analogue of the inequality of the type (5). 
6. The Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem for individual random sequences 
Let P be a computable measure, T be the left shift. Define H,(P) = k Cl,,_, - 
P(x) log, P(X) and H(P) = lim,,, H,(P) (this limit exists, see [ 11, Section 2.7). H(P) 
is called metric entropy of the measure P (and of the left shift Z’), see Billingsly [l], 
Section 4.13. If the left shift T is ergodic and preserves a measure P then this measure 
is called ergodic. The Shannon-McMillan-Breiman theorem [ 11, Section 4.13 asserts 
that if P is ergodic then P-almost surely 
lim - 
1 
log, P( 0” ) 
n 
? 
= H(P). 
n-03 (15) 
The known proofs of this theorem are based on the ergodic theorem. The aim of 
this section is to prove a some corollary from Theorem 2 - the weak version of (15) 
for each typical with respect to the ergodic measure P sequence 0. 
Theorem 3. Let P be a computable ergodic measure, OEQ be a sequence typical 
with respect to P. Then 
log, P(o”) 
= H(P). 
n 
Proof. Let a(0) = lim inf.,,{-log, P(V)/,} f or any ~EQ. As it is easy to see, a 
constant c > 0 exists such that -c + K( 0”) < K(( TO )“) < K(8”) + c for every 8 and n, 
where K(x) is the Kolmogorov complexity. Then by Proposition 4 g(Q) is invariant 
with respect to T. Since P is ergodic g(Q) = H’ almost surely. 
Let o be a sequence typical with respect to an ergodic computable measure P and 
let 
E(w)= limsup 
{ 
log* P( Q” ) 
- 
n - 35 n 1. 
It holds ji(w) d 1, since by Proposition 4 for any CIJ typical with respect to P for every 
n the values - log, P(o”) and KM(d) differ on a positive constant, where KM(x) is 
the monotonic complexity. Besides, KM(x) is bounded by 1x1 + c for some positive 
constant c. 
Choose rational numbers h and 6 > 0 such that h - 26 <C(U) <h - 6 and consider a 
set 
- 
Let us suppose that P(Bh) = 0. As follows from the definition BI, = lJz=, nc:_, .S,. 
where S, = (01 - log, P(d”)/n <h}. Then P(n;_ S,) = 0 for any tn. Let f‘(x, ci) be a 
rational approximation of the number -log, P(x)/lxl up to fi from below. Since P is 
computable, this function can be chosen computable. Define ,SA = { fl / ,f(fl”, 6) < h - d}. 
As follows from the definition, SA Cr S, for any n. Define Wk(m)= n’E’i,SA. Then 
P( Wk(m)) + 0 as k---f cc for any fixed nz. By definition W,+,(m) C Wk(m) for any k. 
Each #‘k(m) can be effectively decomposed into a union of a finite number of balls. 
Then we can effectively by m and s find a positive number k,y such that P( Wk, (m)) < 2 --‘. 
For any m the sequence V,(m) = Wk<(m) defines an effectively P-null set n ( IQm). 
From lim supn{ -log, P(o”)/n} <h - 6 it follows that there exists an m such that 
-log, P(c)” )/, <h ~ 6 for every 12 >, m, i.e. (11~ W,(m) for all k. Hence, cram 
nz, KY(m). We h ave a contradiction since (0 is typical with respect to P. Hence. 
P(BI,)>O. Then H’<h&(o) + 28. Since 6 is arbitrary small we have H’<X(w). 
The proof of the converse inequality is more complicated. We will show that Ornstein 
and Weiss’s [15] proof of the Shannon-McMillanBreiman theorem (for ergodic case) 
supplemented with the ergodic theorem for individual random sequences can be adapted 
to prove inequality @co) <H’. A more detailed presentation of the Ornstein and Weiss’s 
proof (for stationary measure) is given in Krengel (see [lo], Section 9.2.2). We present 
several notations, definitions and lemmas from Section 9.2.2 of [lo] modified in terms 
of Kolmogorov complexity. 
Let 6 > 0 be an arbitrary small rational number and x be a rational number such that 
‘z - h<H’<ct. 
Following [lo] we consider intervals in 52 of more general type than balls of the 
type I; in Section 2 of this paper. A pair (i,x), where i 2 1 and XE 0 of the length n, 
is called an [i, n[-name of an infinite sequence LL) if o,+k =xk+r for each 0 d k <n. The 
interval of integer numbers [i, i + n[ is called the domain of this name, the number n 
is called its length. A name (i,x) is called simple when K(x)<rlxl. A finite sequence 
{y,} of the names a-tiles a name y if their domains are disjoint and the union of these 
domains contains all but a fraction <E of the points of the domain of ;‘. 
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Now we present a “pointwise” version of Lemma 2.7, Section 9.2.2 of [lo] (for the 
space Q and left shift T). 
Lemma 2. Let w be a sequence typical with respect to the measure P, E >O and 
m3 1. Then there exists (non-eflectively) a number N(o) such that for N >N(o) the 
[l,N[-name of w can be E-tiled by simple names of length 3m. 
Proof. Since lim infn+m K(B”)/n < CI almost surely, given any positive rational E’, E” 
and K > 1 (their values will be chosen later in the proof of this lemma) we can 
effectively findnumbers ml<nl<m2<n2< ... <mK<nK and the sets Ft,&,...,& as 
follows. Put ml = m. When mk has been determined find izk >rnk such that the set Fk of 
6’E .Q having a simple [ 1, v[-name for some v with mk d v < nk has measure > 1 - E//K. 
Then find mk+i with IZk/mk+i <&I’. The intersection F’ of the sets Fk (k = 1,. . . , K) has 
measure > 1 - E’. Since the set F’ can be represented as a union of a finite number 
of balls, its characteristic function x~l(Q) is computable. Then by Theorem 2 for any 
typical sequence o the limit f(o) of the sequence &(o) =(1/N) Cfii XF,(T~~J) 
exists and equals to P(F’). So, this limit > 1 - E’. Then there exists (non-effectively) 
N(w) such that f~(w)> 1 - E’ for all N aN(o). Then for any 0 du<N(o), except 
a fraction <E’, we have T”o E F’. Put E’, E” < i. Then we may assume that for any 
1 <u <N(o), except a fraction ~/4, and for any k = 1,2,. . . , K there exists a simple 
[u, u + v[-name of 0 with length mk dv bnk. Let Ck be the set of all corresponding 
intervals [u, 24 + v[. 
After that, the Vitali covering argument (with K such that ($ )K <E) can be used to 
pick up a subfamily of names with disjoint domains which s-tiles (1, c.Yv). 
For any interval I = [u, u + v[ an extended interval r” = [U - v, u + 2v[ is considered. 
A number u is called the lower point of I. Let k = K. Choose an interval Ii from CK 
with maximal length. After that, choose a largest interval 12 from CK for which the 
lower point is outside of the extended interval & and etc. When no such interval is 
available, any more the chosen intervals are disjoint. 
Let 1 <k <K and the choice of disjoint intervals from CK, . . . , ck+l has been com- 
pleted. Clearly, all points uncovered by disjoint intervals chosen from CK,. . .,ck+l 
and by all intervals from Ck not intersecting previously chosen disjoint intervals have 
a fraction <(s/4) + E” < ~/2. 
A sequence of disjoint intervals from Ck can be chosen as above. Let Uk be a portion 
of points covered by disjoint intervals chosen from CK, . . . , ck. In the case Uk+l 3 1 -E 
a portion 1 - E of [ 1, N[ is covered even after the previous step. Otherwise, a portion 
rk covered by intervals from Ck not intersecting previously chosen disjoint intervals is 
at least half of the points uncovered by portion of &+i (since uncovered portion is 
d g ). This portion rk is covered by extended intervals corresponding to a sequence of 
disjoint intervals chosen from Ck. Hence 3(Uk - Uk+l ) 2 rk 3 (1 - Uk+i )/2 > (1 - !.&+I )/3. 
This implies $( 1 - r&+1) > 1 - uk. Therefore at each stage the uncovered portion is 
reduced by a factor t until 1 - E of [ 1, N[ is covered. The assertion now follows from 
(;)“<E. 0 
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Let E > 0 be a rational number and m 2 1 and let & be the set of [ 1, N[-names which 
can be t-tiled by simple names of length >m. By definition there exists an algorithm 
which when fed with a, m and N enumerates all elements of cv. 
We also rewrite Lemma 2.8 from Section 9.2.2 of [lo]. 
Lemma 3. !f’m is sufficiently Iurge and E > 0 sujficientl~~ small then card( [, ) < 2~“(X~tn) 
holds fbr all sz&ficiently lurye N. 
Proof. The proof of this lemma is based on a direct estimation. The total number of 
ways of choosing disjoint intervals of length 2 m composing the whole interval [ 1, N [ 
is G(N/m)(,UCi,PnJ2, where M(N,m) = [Nim] + 1. Take the logarithm, divide by N, 
and use the inequality (z) <(~e/h)~. Let N 4 co. Then the resulting expression is less 
than [4log,(me)]/m, which is smaller than 6/2 for large m. For such m the number of 
choices of disjoint intervals is <2Nb;2 for large N. As any sequence of intervals cover 
1 - 2: of [ 1, N[ there are only qN” ways to fill in the names in the uncovered places. 
Taking 8 <a/(2 log, q) this is <2N”2. 
The number of simple names one can put into an interval of length n is <2”“. Hence 
the number of simple names one can put into a fixed choice of disjoint intervals is 
<2”1. Hence, card(&)<2N(at6). 0 
To specify any element x of ~-AI we need N and an ordinal number k of this element 
in the enumeration of & given N by some algorithm (we consider m, E, x as parame- 
ters). So we can define a mode of description of finite objects ,f(bin(k)Olbin( N)) = ~1, 
where bin(k) and bin(N) are binary codes of the numbers k and N, xk is the k- 
th element in the enumeration of rN if such element exists (f(bin(k)Olbin(N )) un- 
defined otherwise; we also use notation -7 = ylyl:/2;‘2 . yny,, for any binary sequence 
y = 71~2 . . y,,, symbols 01 separate two binary codes). 
So, Kf(xk)<(g+6)N +21og,N + 2 +c’l(m,e,2) for every k. By definition K(x)< 
Kf (x) + c, where c>O is some constant. 
By Lemma 2 for any typical o it holds that t# E fh for all sufficiently large N. 
Hence, we have 
K(o”) 
lim sup ~ <CC+& 
n-CC n 
Since 6 is arbitrary small, 
lim sup 
K(w”) <H, 
-1 
n-M n 
By Proposition 4 and (10) we have also $0) d H’. 
Hence E(w) = H’. 
As follows from the above that E(0) = c(Q) = H’ almost surely. To prove that H’ = 
H(P) let us consider a sequence of measurable functions gt,(@ = -log, P(P)/n. Let 
~(0) = sup,g,(O). We follow Lemma 2.6 of Section 9.2.2 [lo] to prove that the 
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function g(g) is integrable. Let Bf, = (6’ 1 g,(O) > t} = { ~9 1 P(&) < 22”l). We estimate 
P(BL) <q”2-“’ = 2-“(‘-‘Os~q). Then if t > log, q + 1 
P{~~g(d)>t}~P UB; ~~2--“(‘--‘og2q)~2--(r~logzq-2) 
( > n n=l 
and we have 
J g(g)dP= 5 J g(Q) dP 6 E (t + 1 )2-+iogz q-*) + c < 03. I=0 (0 1 fcy(fl)Qt+l} r=o 
We have IsdQl +df4, lim,-, g,dQ> exists and equals to H’ almost surely. Then by 
Lebesgue theorem 
H’= 
J 
lim g,(g) dP = lim 
n+oo 
n103 J g,(B)dP = lim L C - P(x) log, P(x) = H(P). n-lx 12 I /=n 
Theorem 3 is proved. 0 
Corollary 2. Let P be a computable ergodic measure, w be a sequence typical with 
respect to P. Then 
K(o”) 
lim sup ~ = lim sup 
KM(0”) 
= H(P), 
ni’sz n n-CO n 
where K is Kolmogorov complexity and KM is monotonic complexity. 
Proof. This corollary follows from Proposition 4 and (10). 0 
Whether the limit (15) exists for each CB typical with respect to an arbitrary com- 
putable ergodic (stationary) measure P is still an open problem. Let P be a Markov 
chain with computable initial probabilities pi and transition probabilities pii, where 
i, j E I. Then the proof is easy. Indeed, 
log, nun ) 
n 
= -;log*P(rr,l)+ $$(r”w], 
where f(u) = - log2 pwlwz is computable function. Then by Theorem 2 
lim,,, { -log, P(w” )/n} 
exists for any o typical with respect to P. 
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